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Shaman King 2

Chapter 1

Episode one

~~ Intro ~~

In the year 2047 we find our heroes in an epic battle where their rival Atlas and Adina await for the door
to open. From that door a great demon known as Tynan will arise from its sleep and destroy and
recreate our world known as planet earth. But our heroes will not strand for their evil doings. There is a
new generation of shaman and now let the story begin. . . .

~~ Story~~

“The door is finally opening! There is absolutely nothing you can do to stop it! Yelled atlas as he
insanely laughed. We will see about that! CAIRO! GIANT SPIRIT CONTROL! Ichiro yelled sending his
spirit into a pharaoh blade staff. A huge smoke came out of no where and a giant dead mummy came
out running trying to re close the door. You fool! Once the door of darkness opens it never closes! Don't
care at least I can stop him or whatever this things coming out from reaching here! Screamed Ichiro.
Takeshi jumped to the ground from the celling and swung his demon sword at atlas. Atlas swung his
sword at Takeshi's sword and started fighting. Tell Takeshi do you know why the door to darkness is
finally opening? Do you? Atlas said with a smirk on his face. I don't care what's coming out of that door,
all I know is that it has something to do with you ruling this world and I will not stand that. Takeshi sends
a dark force on atlas and sent him to the wall. Atlas coughed out blood and wiped his mouth. Besides
that reason the reason its opening because it sensed you and kyoko. You both don't realize this but you
two are the key to freeing it.. As he chuckled. After all…you are…but before he could say the rest Kiki
blasted atlas with her turtle rifle. “TAKESHI! WE NEED TO HURRY COME OVER HERE! I HAVE AN
IDEA OF HOW TO STOP THIS FROM HAPPENING”! Yelled Kiki. Takeshi jumped up where Kiki was
and asked the question “WHAT?! TELL”! She told Takeshi that they need to use all the orbs to warp
back time and re do this before it could happen in the future said Kiki. We need to go back in time?! Said
Takeshi. Kiki nodded and told Takeshi and kyoko to put their swords pointing at the orbs and chant
these words “THE POWER OF THE ORBS GIVE US POWER AND THE ABILITY OF TIME ITSELF,
TAKE US BACK TO RE-DO WHAT HAS HAPPENED!!!” once they finished a huge bright light flashed
out of no where from the orbs and everyone from that place was sucked into a vortex going back in time
to the year 2006. But what we didn't know was even in that vortex Atlas was still doing his evil deeds he
was draining the memories of the heroes. The only ones that didn't take effect where Ichiro and Takeshi.



Everyone else's memories were re-did by atlas making them think that takeshi and the other good guys
were the enemy now.. Because of that they are all scrambled falling into different directions in the city
Tokyo Japan. As our heroes Ichiro and Takeshi fall into the lake they head for the shore coughing up left
water that they accidentally swallowed. But when they look up they notice that the orbs must have taken
effect. But where was everyone else? They looked at the peaceful sky and went off into the woods to
grab fire wood and camp out for the night
~to be continued~
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Chapter 2

Episode 2

When the morning came Ichiro and Takeshi both woke with tired eyes still worn out from the other day.
They walked to the river to eat some fish. “Takeshi, what will we do now? Where are we going to go, we
don't even know what to do now.” said Ichiro. “Don't worry Ichiro everything will be ok, all we have to do
is look for the others and things will be back to normal, all that happen was we were all separate in the
vortex were bound to find them sooner or later.” said Takeshi. “I hope your right.” replied Ichiro. After
they finished eating the fish they walked through the forest searching for the others. Many hours have
passed, they went and sat to take a brake. While they took a rest, something was coming on the other
side of the forest. On that other side a whole appeared in the air and a body fell out from it.

As the body fell out of the vortex, her eyes opened to see where she was. “What kind of place is this?!”
she said. When she got up from the ground her head started hurting, she closed her eyes, but when she
did she was seeing visions of a guy formally known as Atlas. He was telling her to kill Takeshi and Ichiro.
She didn't know why but she felt like she had to obey. When she opened her eyes, her eyes were
glowing red like a demon, markings appeared on her cheeks, after that she ran through the forest
looking for them. While on the other side, Ichiro and Takeshi were cleaning off the dirt that was set to
their clothes, as they did Takeshi froze in a weird gaze and looked at his right hand side looking at the
darker part of the forest. Ichiro looked at Takeshi, “What's wrong Takeshi?” he asked. “Someone is
coming, I cant really say but it has a demonic aura, it smells familiar though.”“You better stay here ill go
check it out” said Takeshi. He grabbed his sword and ran off to the scent.

When Takeshi reached where the Demonic aura was he stood with his sword in his hand. “Where are



you demon?! Show yourself!” yelled Takeshi. All their was, was complete silence in the air. Takeshi
turned around and was about to walk back where Ichiro was, but on top of a tree something came out
from hiding and swosh her sword at takeshi, takeshi turned around and slashed his sword back, both of
the swords caliding with one another. Kyoko jumped up and just glared at him. “So. . .we finally meet.”
kyoko said. Takeshi looked at kyoko and his eyes widen. “Wait a minute! Kyoko?! WAIT WE DON'T
HAVE TO FIGHT! DON'T YOU REMEMBER ME?! IM NOT THE ENEMY!!!” he yelled. Kyoko looked at
him and just grinned. “I don't know what your talking about, all I know is that you're the enemy..” she
said. Kyoko , She jumped into the air and shoots out a red aura and swings from her sword. Takeshi
slashed back at it and dodged some of them. “Theirs gotta be something wrong with her.” said takeshi.
As he looked into her demon eyes, he sensed that she was being controlled by someone. “So. . .Atlas is
behind this isn't he. . .” well you can forget it, I will not lose to someone like you kyoko, controlled or not
were still seeing who is stronger...” he took his sword and threw it at kyoko. She moved her face as the
sword went flying to the tree that was behind her.”gonna take lot more than that to destroy me!” As she
ran towards him with her claws ready to attack. Takeshi ran towards to her as well with his hands
glowing black.. As the ran towards each other, both knew that only one would win and the other one
would be either dead or still remaining together. . . . .

~To Be Continued~
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